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01 INTRODUCTION

THST in 2016/17
After several years in which we’ve reported progress on the
reorganisation of THST, this year we are able to focus the
annual report on getting on with business. That’s a mark
of success.

And, after 27 years, the Hillsborough campaign’s long
fight for justice succeeded. Many Spurs fans have their
own memories of problems at Hillsborough in the 1981
FA Cup semi-final, and many contributed evidence to the
inquiry. Spurs fan (Colin) Andrew Sefton was among the 96
unlawfully killed at the stadium in 1989. Justice has been
secured, but the battle for those responsible to be made
accountable continues. And the fact that one of the biggest
cover-ups in British history was attempted to hide the scale
of what was carried out against football fans is a reminder of
why we value our collective strength.

THST is now an established body with Spurs fans, the
primary point of contact between fans and the Club, an
acknowledged player in national supporter issues and a
source of informed comment for the media. Case studies
of our model have been submitted to the Department
for Culture, Media and Sport as an example of a strong
Supporters’ Trust, and requested by other fan organisations
looking to build their own collective strength. We have
been asked to lead sessions on campaigning at national
supporter forums and contributed to a number of national
campaigning initiatives. The strong relationship we have built
with the Club’s Head of Supporter Services contributed to
the Football Supporters’ Federation awarding its Supporter
Liaison Officer of the Year award to him in December.

There have been disappointments too. Once more, talk
of reforming football has morphed into merely stating that
football needs to reform. While the game is good at stating
how much it values supporters, it remains unwilling to
formalise structures in which we can contribute. This means
that too often we are expected to be thankful simply for the
chance to have the conversation rather than to influence the
conversation, and too often have to deal with the threat that
the relationship will be ended if we don’t do what those in
positions of power like.

The year saw some significant achievements for the
supporters’ movement. After years of campaigning, and
being told what we were asking for was not possible,
campaigning by fans across the country secured a price cap
of £30 on all away tickets in the Premier League for the next
three years. After years of rising prices, this was an important
demonstration that change can be achieved. At Spurs, we
managed to secure a home ticket price freeze for the third
year running.

Fans’ interests are best served by independent, accountable
organisations able to contribute on an equal basis as those
who run the game and our clubs. We will continue to work
to achieve that. That means continuing to work to achieve
practical successes and set the kind of example that has
convinced a steady stream of Spurs fans to join as new
members throughout the year. And it means continuing to
work with other fan organisations.
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The backing we receive not only
from members but also from
the wider fan base helps and
encourages us, and shows those
who run our club and the game
that fans not only want a voice
but are more than capable of
articulating their views.”

Our casework with individuals remains a significant part
of what we do. Understanding how individual experiences
fit into the bigger policy picture is vital. To put it simply,
everything we do is about people. We always try to consider
the interests of as wide a range of fans as possible.

It is worth restating the basic principles we set out for our
work last year, principles we continue to strive to maintain:
• We put the interests of Tottenham Hotspur supporters first
•	We work hard to open and maintain communication with
all bodies whose work affects Tottenham Hotspur fans

The new stadium will dominate life for Spurs and Spurs
fans over the next two years. We will continue to put the
fan perspective at every opportunity. This means we must
maintain an active line of communication with the Board of
THFC. Retaining our independence while seeking to exert
influence will be one of our major challenges over the next
two years, but we are determined to do so.

•	We strive to ensure we bring an informed and pragmatic
approach to all the relationships we have

•	We communicate regularly and openly with our members
and prospective members
•	We retain respect for a variety of viewpoints while never
being afraid to take a position

We have excellent working relationships with Trusts and fan
groups throughout the country and, alongside them, are
beginning to debate how our national organisations need to
change in order to best meet the challenges ahead. We are
determined that the future shape of any fan organisation is
decided by fans themselves, rather than created as a result of
funding decisions taken by bodies we have no influence over.

The backing we receive not only from members but also from
the wider fan base helps and encourages us, and shows
those who run our club and the game that fans not only want
a voice but are more than capable of articulating their views.

National issues have tended to take the headlines this year,
and work on them has taken up increasing amounts of time
– especially for our co-chair Katrina Law after her election
to the England and Wales Football Council of Supporters’
Direct in February. Those national issues affect us at Spurs,
but it is the club-specific work that THST undertakes that
remains the bedrock.

COYS!

Your support is important, your membership a practical
contribution to a strong supporter movement.
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02 MEMBERSHIP

We really value feedback from
members in the form of our
wide-ranging member surveys,
as this shapes our campaigning
and future strategies, as well
as through member events. It
was a pleasure to meet with so
many of you at our recent event
focusing on ticketing strategy.”

We urge all associate members to upgrade to full members,
and members of affiliated supporters clubs to sign up as
individual members. If each member signs up one new
member, we double in size. If each one of those new
members signs up one new member, our growth really takes
off. Please do talk to your fellow fans, get them to look at our
website and follow us on social media so they can see what
we do, and above all, ask them to consider joining.

This is an exciting and historic time for the Club. Having
a strong, credible and representative Supporters’ Trust is
more vital than ever. Today, the Trust represents in excess
of 11,000 members, including over 30 supporters clubs
in the UK and across the world. That means membership
has remained steady, and we’ve seen a steady flow of new
members joining over the year.
With Rachel Martin acting as membership secretary and
Adam Bailey overseeing subscriptions, we’ve been able
to streamline our membership operation and deal more
efficiently with any issues. We’ve also moved to a new
membership platform that allows members to manage their
own accounts, and offer a direct debit membership option for
the first time. It has never been easier to join and to maintain
membership. We urge as many of you as possible to renew
your membership by direct debit – the more that do so the
more resource is freed up for other work.

We really value feedback from members in the form of
our wide-ranging member surveys, as this shapes our
campaigning and future strategies, as well as through
member events. It was a pleasure to meet with so many of
you at our recent event focusing on ticketing strategy.
Your ongoing support is greatly appreciated – for which,
thank you.

With limited time at our disposal, we’ve chosen to focus
on delivering the work we believe will persuade more fans
to join us. We know there is greater support for the Trust’s
work than our membership figures show, and we value any
backing we get. But the fact remains that the more members
we have, the stronger our voice will be.
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03 FINANCES

The Trust’s financial performance
in the year to 31 August 2016
continued to be positive, returning
a surplus position for the second
consecutive year.”

The Trust’s financial performance in the year to 31 August
2016 continued to be positive, returning a surplus position
for the second consecutive year.
Income for the period was £3,755 and when netted against
operating expenditure of £2,881 produced a surplus in the
year of £874.
The income of the Trust consists almost entirely of
membership fees. Expenditure in the year continues to
reflect a fair percentage of income with costs primarily
incurred in relation to our web upkeep, professional fees
and Trust related events and seminars. The Trust also made
donations in the year of £600 with the Antwerp Arms and
Prostate Cancer UK being the beneficiaries.
The balance sheet of the Trust (the gauge of financial health)
remains strong with Net Assets of £12,968.
Overall the financials reported by the Trust for the year
ending August 2016 are very positive and demonstrate the
financial stability that the Trust now delivers. Maintaining
and ultimately growing our membership base continues to
be one of our most important strategic objectives as this will
provide the Trust with the platform to achieve even more for
our members.
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04 COMMUNICATIONS

Former Spurs skipper, legend and Club ambassador Ledley
King spent several hours mingling with fans before an
enjoyable Q&A with Club announcer Paul Coyte. There was
also a raffle with some fantastic prizes.

AGM 2016
The 2016 THST Annual General Meeting took place on
Monday 22 February at Nabarro LLP on London Wall.
Three new members were appointed to the THST Board
at the AGM: Martin Buhagiar, Michael Green and Rachel
Martin. Four existing Board members were reappointed:
Adam Bailey, Martin Cloake, Paul Head and Suraj Sharma,
while Kevin Fitzgerald, Katrina Law and Keith Sharp
remained in post. Adam Manson and Adam Nathan stepped
down from the Board after one year’s service.

The day was the perfect way to send off the team of Spurs
cyclists riding to Amsterdam for Prostate Cancer UK later
that week.
In early Autumn, THST canvassed members for their
preference as to the format, timing and location of future
members’ meetings. A keynote speaker, non-match day
evenings, central London and beer came out top in the
survey and we accommodated all of the above by arranging
our next meeting at the William Blake pub at Old Street.
This was held in mid-November, focussing on the ever
contentious issue of ticketing. We were fortunate to secure
Tottenham Hotspur’s Head of Ticketing and Membership,
Ian Murphy, as a guest speaker. Ian spent a good few
hours taking questions from the floor on a wide range of
ticketing matters including arrangements for Wembley and
the new stadium, the allocation of away tickets and the
ballot system introduced for home matches this season. Ian
was accompanied by THFC’s Head of Supporter Services,
Jonathan Waite, who also contributed to the debate on areas
outside of ticketing. A report from the meeting is available in
the THST News section of our website.

The new Board met for the first time on the evening of
Monday 29 February, where positions for the forthcoming
year were agreed, as follows:
Co-Chairs		
Secretary		
Treasurer		

Martin Cloake and Katrina Law
Keith Sharp
Adam Bailey

During the year, Board member Suraj Sharma resigned his
position owing to other personal commitments after two
and a half years as a Board member. We thank him for his
contribution and wish him well for the future.

THST BOARD MEETINGS
Meetings of the Trust Board are essential to drive
momentum, maintain focus and ensure the smooth day to
day running of the organisation. We meet once a quarter as
a full Board, with other sub group or topic specific meetings
scheduled throughout the year. Formal meetings since the
February 2016 AGM are listed below:

We are keen to organise more members’ meetings
throughout 2017 and will circulate details as soon as
logistics have been finalised.

MEETINGS WITH THE BOARD OF THFC
Our meetings with the Club Board are seen as focal points by
our members. We attempt to make them as business-like as
possible, and we publish a full account of what is discussed
within days of each meeting. We believe we strike the balance
between maintaining the kind of commercial confidences that
always arise at Board meetings and keeping fans informed.
Football is not a business like any other, and it is the support
of the fans that makes football clubs such successful
businesses. So we do not see consultation at Board level
as a favour, but as an obligation. There will inevitably be
challenges and differences of opinion, but the longer the
relationship lasts, the stronger it becomes. We know the Club
is seen as among the best at talking to its fans, but it has to
be said the bar across the game is not particularly high. We
want to work to ensure the relationship we have with the Club
Board sets the standard, and there is still much progress to be
made. Our place at the table is valued, but so is what can be
achieved once we are there.

THST Board Meeting – 29 February 2016
THST Board Meeting – 17 May 2016
Prep meeting for THFC Board
to Board Meeting – 20 May 2016
THST Board Meeting – 1 August 2016
Prep meeting for THFC Board
to Board Meeting – 12 September 2016
THST Board Meeting – 7 November 2016
THST Board Meeting – 25 January 2017

MEMBERS’ MEETINGS AND EVENTS
To say a big ‘thank you’ to THST members for their support
throughout what was - despite the last two games – a
memorable campaign, THST held an End of Season BBQ at
Tottenham’s only community owned pub, The Antwerp Arms,
on Sunday 29 May.
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Our relationship with the Board does not end with these
meetings, and we maintain a largely positive working
relationship with members of the Club’s Board on a day-today basis.

MEDIA CONTACTS
2016 consolidated our position as the go-to source of
information for Tottenham Hotspur related sports and news
media in the UK and overseas.

THFC/ THST Board to Board Meeting – 10 February

Co-chairs Katrina Law and Martin Cloake both fielded
numerous enquiries on the vast range of newsworthy
topic this year, including Champions League matches at
Wembley, the progress of the new stadium project and ticket
pricing, from most nationals and countless online platforms.

THFC/ THST Board to Board Meeting – 24 May
THFC/ THST Board to Board Meeting – 19 September
THFC/ THST Board to Board Meeting – 28 February 2017

Enquiries regarding Trust specific issues and campaigns are
prioritised and we will pass on more general Spurs-related
approaches to THST members or other fan groups and
individuals with whom we have a strong working relationship.

END OF SEASON SURVEY 2016
Some 1,650 members took part in our latest annual survey,
giving views on a wide range of issues. This is the biggest
single piece of research we conduct every year, and it
plays a large part in helping us decide our priorities and our
stance on particular issues. We were also pleased to receive
some advice from one of our members who works in market
research, and will be working more closely together in future
to improve our survey work. The results of this survey can be
found on our website in the THST News section.

We are also approached by numerous students both in the
UK and overseas requesting our help with research pieces
and dissertations. Owing to the many pulls on our time as
volunteers, we are not able to assist all of those asking. We
will, however, provide suggested reading or refer them to
other sources should we be unable to help directly.

NEWSLETTERS

WEBSITE

Our newsletter continues to go out to members direct every
month, and is posted online after we send it. In this way, we
hope to keep members informed but also to showcase our
work and encourage further membership. A steady flow of
new members throughout the year suggests this is working.
All newsletters can be found in the THST News section of
our website.

Our website – www.THSTOfficial.com - remains the most
extensive source of information for members and generates
a very healthy number of hits each day. There is a job of
work, however, to improve the look and feel of the site and
to ensure the stories are correctly tagged and the content
is fully searchable. Board member Martin Buhagiar will be
driving this forward throughout 2017.

SOCIAL MEDIA

BLOGS

Our Twitter account is now followed by in excess of
28,200 people, and remains one of our main channels of
communication. We use the account to inform fans about
our activities and to provide relevant information. We also
try to help with individual enquiries if possible, but Twitter is
a limited and time-consuming medium for casework and we
encourage people with problems to contact us via email on
info@THSTOfficial.com

We continue to contribute to blogs on the Football Supporters’
Federation and Supporters Direct websites, and to other Trust
websites, particularly in the run-up to away games. We also
provide information and comment to the Spurs blogs who
regularly get in touch and ask about our work.

PODCASTS
Co-chairs Martin Cloake and Katrina Law are regular
contributors to a variety of Spurs podcasts and one or
both have featured on The Tottenham Way, Rule the Roost,
The Fighting Cock, Hotspur America, The Hotspur Family
Podcast and The Spurs Show discussing our work at THST
throughout the past year.

Once again, sadly, we also have to say that the increasing
amount of personal abuse on Twitter is giving us reservations
about doing any more than transmitting information on this
platform moving forwards.
Facebook remains a secondary channel for us and we
currently have 5,400 likes on this platform.
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05 CAMPAIGNS

• THST also successfully argued for a freeze on away
season tickets (Platinum membership) after first hand
reports and evidence on social media and various forums
indicated that some people were planning to buy them and
sell on at inflated prices following the introduction of the
price cap.

TICKETING
National

• Without doubt, the most significant development of the
year came with the Premier League Clubs agreeing
to a price cap of £30 on all away tickets for the three
seasons beginning 2016/17. That news came on 9 March
after several years of sustained campaigning by fan
organisations, including THST. The move saves a Spurs
fan who travels to every game £284 over a season based
on 2015/16 pricing.

• Co-chairs Katrina Law and Martin Cloake also met with
THFC’s Head of Ticketing and Head of Supporter Services
to discuss ticketing issues in January 2016. We were
pleased to hear that ticket sales, especially for Cup games,
were up, and put the view that the club’s accessible
pricing policy was largely responsible.

THST had pressed the case hard with the Club Board,
and there were a number of disagreements along the way,
but we were pleased the THFC Board eventually took a
position that ensured there was unanimous backing from
all 20 Premier League Clubs for the measure. THST also
played a leading role in campaigning at national level, with
co-chair Katrina Law again forming part of a delegation
of Premier League Trusts that met senior Premier League
executives at the beginning of the year, alongside the
Football Supporters’ Federation, to discuss ticket pricing
ahead of the meeting of Premier League shareholders.

• We also asked for details of arrangements for the following
season, widely expected to be the last at White Hart Lane,
and for early consultation on arrangements for ticketing at
any temporary venue the Club would use.
• On pricing at the new stadium, while we understood final
arrangements were still some way off, we registered
concern at indications that fans may be expected to pay
large proportions of multiyear packages up front, and
asked for as wide a range of price points and payment
options as possible to be considered.

While the headline price cap of £30 was welcomed, it
soon became clear that no guidance had been given
on concessionary prices, leaving Clubs to offer a wide
variation in pricing for seniors and juniors. THST has
monitored the concession prices our fans have been
charged throughout the season, and these range from £11
to £27. Our view is that anything over £20 is clearly outside
the spirit of the cap and we continue to work with the FSF
for concessions that do reflect that spirit.

• THFC shared with us their decision to make significant
changes to home ticketing arrangements for the 2016/17
season, and we were able to make a number of suggestions
for improvement that were taken on board, including the use
of loyalty points to allocate tickets for Category A games –
something fans had expressed strong backing for.
• With everyone working on the assumption this would be the
final season at White Hart Lane, with a reduced capacity,
and given the high level of complaints about the way the
online application system coped with demand, THFC
felt the ballot was the fairest way of selling tickets, given
the fact retaining the status quo was not an option. THST
concurred. We argued for a reduction in the price of the
Bronze membership package to reflect the removal of the
Bronze priority window and multi game packs, but the Club
declined to offer this reduction.

• We disagreed with the decision to end the Away Supporters
Initiative that had been used to subsidise away travel,
pointing out that reducing ticket prices while allowing the
cost of travel to become more expensive wasn’t in the spirit
of reducing the cost of attending football.

THFC specific

• March brought a double victory on the ticketing front,
with THFC also announcing it would freeze all home ticket
prices for a third year running. It had previously announced
its intention to raise prices by 2%; a move THST strongly
opposed. We’re pleased the Club listened to our view, and
we’re sure the strength of fan feeling across the country,
including our own, played its part.

• We helped the Club produce a detailed FAQ sheet on the
new arrangements for home ticketing, which was published
in the summer.
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believe this move achieved a fair balance between doing
this and looking after existing members. The Club was not
prepared to negotiate its position.

• The Club also obtained dispensation to reduce the number
of away tickets it offered visiting supporters, proportionally
in line with the reduction in capacity. This secured a
further 600 available tickets for home fans, reducing away
allocations in the league to between 2,336 and 2,467.

Cup pricing

• Dortmund – Europa League
When THFC was drawn against Borussia Dortmund in
the last 16 of the Europa League, the Club broke with its
popular and successful cup pricing policy, increasing
the price of admission for that game by applying match
categorisation without consultation. The prices themselves
were less of an issue than the direction of travel indicated
by this decision. Thousands of fans had attended games
against less popular opponents and supported the team,
and we believed this was poor reward. Increasing the
price but still keeping it below match categorisation levels
would have preserved the principle of accessible cup
pricing, and enabled family packs to have been sold and
concessionary tickets made more widely available. We put
the view strongly that the extra revenue generated was not
worth the loss of good PR. The Club went ahead with its
decision.

• We also secured a 12.5% reduction in price for the 800
Season Ticket holders who were left sitting near an open
building site as a result of the removal of the North East
corner of White Hart Lane.
• We dealt with a large number of fans who were unhappy
with being relocated from the North to the South stands,
and worked with the Club to try to ensure they
were offered workable alternative seats.
• When Spurs and Burnley agreed to change the date of
their Premier League fixture in December at late notice
and after TV picks had been confirmed, we called for fans
who were out of pocket as a result to be compensated.
THFC agreed to pay back any non-refundable travel and
accommodation costs to those with confirmed match
tickets. We also lodged a complaint about hearing news of
the change via the Club’s Twitter feed rather than directly.

• Gillingham – EFL Cup
When Gillingham insisted THFC raise ticket prices for
our home EFL Cup tie, again breaking the successful
£20/£10/£5 policy, we registered our objections. We
recognised the issues facing lower league clubs and their
need to maximise revenue, and contributed an article to SD
and the FSF attempting to raise the wider issues. But our
responsibility is to our own fans, and we were never going
to approve a move that increased prices for them.

European games at Wembley

• There were mixed feelings over the move to Wembley for
Champions League matches, but we recognised the issues
raised by a reduced capacity White Hart Lane. Once it
became clear the Club’s priority was to ensure as many
fans as possible could come to these games, THST put the
case for continuing the accessible Cup pricing policy, and
we were delighted when THFC announced the prices for
the Champions League group stage matches.

• Liverpool – EFL Cup
In the next round of the competition at Anfield, prices were
again higher than we would have liked to see. We issued
a statement, alongside our colleagues at Liverpool’s Spirit
of Shankly, calling for an end to price rises and more
transparency in the way prices were set.

We also successfully argued for a longer sales window
for Season Ticket holders, and liaised on communications
around the sales process. A number of small changes were
introduced for the Europa League game against Gent as
a result of monitoring and discussion around the Wembley
Champions League packages, including the reintroduction
of the Bronze sales window.

• Aston Villa – FA Cup
We were surprised by the Club’s decision to run a ballot
rather than a normal online sale, which was the mechanism
run for the Gillingham game, for this tie. Our view was that,
with one price point around the ground, all this did was
remove the option to choose seats and prevent Season
Ticket holders purchasing tickets for juniors at a match
that has proved popular for families. The Club said it

We were also delighted to see the accessible pricing policy
continue for the Gent game, but opposed the piecemeal
changes to the operation of the loyalty points system and
the decision to encourage half-season membership. While
we recognise the need to “grow the fan base”, we do not
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05 CAMPAIGNS

• StubHub’s inability or unwillingness to flex its offer in line
with the unique circumstances of this season proves to
us why the Club either needs to take any future exchange
platform back in-house or sign a deal with an ethical
partner dedicated to providing a service to fans.

expected demand to be the same as for a Premier League
game, which is why it went ahead with the ballot. We
were, however, pleased with the pricing for this match for
members.
The subsequent round at home v Wycombe Wanderers
saw the return of an online sale, with Silver, Bronze and
Lilywhite windows in place.

• We renewed our call for fans not to list tickets above face
value, and called for the money the Club has made from
this ill-advised deal to be used to resource the already
overstretched ticketing and customer service teams.

Secondary ticketing

• Further issues were raised when late return tickets were put
on sale at face value by the Club for certain home league
fixtures after some fans had already paid inflated prices on
StubHub.

We were contacted frequently during the year by fans who
saw tickets for home games advertised on websites for
inflated prices. Tickets for THFC home games can only be
sold legally in the UK through the Club, Thomas Cook Sport
or StubHub. Tickets advertised on other sites often don’t
exist, and the Club regularly has to turn away fans who have
been given false ‘proof of purchase’ paperwork after paying
inflated prices.

Away tickets

THST collates all match categorisation, pricing, allocation
and loyalty point cut off details for every THFC away game
in the Premier League each season. We continued to do
that this season, with a particular emphasis on monitoring
the effects of the £30 away price cap and recording
concessionary pricing. The full picture will be available in
April, once the final away tickets of the season have been
sold. Historic data can be viewed on our website.

Where possible, the Club and Premier League take action
against such sites, with a number of Clubs working together
to pursue class legal actions. Closing down such sites is not
always easy, and we urge supporters who see tickets being
advertised in this way to send details to the Club. The more
information it has, the more likely we are to stop fans being
ripped off.

• Arsenal away allocation
We submitted a Freedom of Information request to Islington
Council and the Metropolitan Police after more than 8,500
Watford fans were permitted to attend an FA Cup tie
between the two teams at the Emirates Stadium. Fans may
recall we were denied 4,000 of our 9,000 allocation at the
same stadium in the same competition on safety grounds.

StubHub

• Our opposition to the Club’s deal with StubHub has been
well-documented, as have the concessions we have
secured to cap the site’s ability to fuel profiteering. In
August, the folly of signing the deal was revealed again
when the Club informed us that, contrary to their own belief
and information they had already given us, the platform
would not remain closed to One Hotspur members despite
the introduction of the ballot system. The most the Club
was able to secure was a four-day exclusive sale window
for members at the start of any sales period.

Almost a year on, both Islington Council and the Met
continue to issue the most cursory answers and drag their
feet in doing so, illustrating the limits of the FOI framework.
We will continue to pursue this issue.
• FA Cup Final allocation
Following a campaign initiated by the Arsenal Supporters’
Trust and supported by THST, alongside other FSF
affiliates, an extra 7,000 FA Cup Final tickets were secured
for supporters, bringing the total earmarked for fans of the
Clubs competing the Final to 80%.

• THST does not view the four-day window as much of a
concession and we don’t believe this offers members a
good deal. We entered into discussion about the home
balloting system on the basis that the new system would
apply across the board, and we were surprised to hear
StubHub were unable to deliver on this.
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• Following problems fans experienced with the shuttle bus
service to Stoke City’s stadium from Stoke train station,
and the early closure of the one pub for away fans, we
contacted Stoke City FC and Staffordshire Police. The
Club passed us straight to the police and the Staffordshire
Police Liaison Officer accepted there were problems on the
day. He has agreed to work more closely with us ahead of
our next visit to Stoke.

• Europa League Final allocation
Before the round of 16 games, THST lobbied UEFA for
more tickets for fans of teams competing in the Europa
League final. We were backed in our efforts by the
Manchester United Supporters Trust (MUST), Liverpool
FC’s Spirit of Shankly and the Football Supporters’
Federation. We asked UEFA to:
– Reconsider their strategy of playing Europa League
finals in stadia with a capacity of less than 50,000

• We received a high volume of requests from the media
before our away Champions League tie at CSKA Moscow.
This was the first visit to Russia by an English team since
the problems at the European Championships, hence the
interest, and we took the decision to take a low profile
approach, dampening down speculation and pointing out
the number of fans travelling was roughly the same as for
previous Spurs trips to Russia. The tie passed off largely
without incident or further media comment.

– Agree to look at reducing the proportion of tickets
allocated in the first instance to the general public
ballot, in order to boost the proportion delivered to
competing finalists
– Agree to consider amending the ticket allocation
to commercial partners in all future contracts to a
percentage of stadium capacity rather than a fixed
number

• We helped secure refunds for some fans overcharged for
away tickets at Bayer Leverkusen.

After receiving a dismissive response from UEFA, the fan
groups concerned contacted the FSF, which requested
a formal meeting to present the case. This prompted an
admission from UEFA interim general secretary, Theodore
Theodoris, that stadium capacities for future finals needed
to be reviewed. The 2017 Final takes place at the Friends
Arena in Stockholm, Sweden – a venue with a capacity of
50,000.

• Initiatives organised during the year were as follows:
– A subsidised train to Leicester for the FA Cup third
round replay in January 2016
– Extra coaches to the Premier League match at Norwich
City in February 2016
– A subsidised train to Liverpool for the EFL Cup game in
October 2016 - THST helped publicise this and fill seats
at short notice

Away travel
• We continued to press for help getting fans get to games,
particularly when public transport options were limited or
non-existent. The removal of the Away Supporters Initiative
(ASI) was not something we agreed with, and we obtained
agreement from THFC that it would continue to do its best
to provide subsidised transport options when no public
transport was available. We also pointed out that some
other Clubs had continued to subsidise travel for fans.
THFC’s view was that “it wasn’t appropriate to continue
subsidising a small minority to such a degree”. We remain
keen to ensure savings on match tickets are not wiped out
by increases in transport costs.

– A subsidised train for Sunderland away in January 2017
– A subsidised train for Liverpool away in February 2017

TV picks and scheduling
• We wrote to the Premier League after three of our games
at the end of the 2015/16 season were moved for TV
coverage after tickets had been sold to fans. We wrote
again after the 2016/17 fixtures were released when we
were drawn to play away at Sunderland and Swansea on
Tuesday evenings.

• When the 2016/17 fixtures were released, we immediately
contacted the Club to request subsidised travel for the
Tuesday night games at Sunderland and Swansea, from
which a return on public transport would not be possible.

In November, with colleagues at the Chelsea Supporters’
Trust, we drew together research on how fixture
rescheduling had affected fans at our respective Clubs for
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05 CAMPAIGNS

democratic Trusts and so the development of properly
structured engagement with them. In the light of this
disappointing outcome, we resolved to work more closely
with colleagues from other Trusts and fan organisations
both outside and within the existing national supporter
organisation structures in order to work towards more
successful outcomes in future.

the past five years. This was used in a meeting arranged
by the FSF with senior Sky TV reps also attended by Spirit
of Shankly. The Sky reps listened to the issues we raised
and said they’d bear them in mind, but subsequent TV
picks suggest this has not happened.
THST is now, along with CST, the FSF and a number of
other Trusts, looking to step up lobbying work around this
issue, and we have already generated some sympathetic
press coverage.

• Co-chair Martin Cloake was part of a small delegation
that met senior Premier League staff, under the auspices
of Supporters Direct, to discuss how the Premier League
would practically implement the EWG recommendations.
Two such meetings were held during the year, with the FSF
joining the second. Unfortunately, the Premier League’s
initial stance that it would introduce a rule change was
subsequently changed in favour of issuing best practice
guidance. THST views this as unsatisfactory but, with the
government not inclined to intervene, has little choice but
to attempt to make the guidelines as workable as possible.

Government Expert Working Group on
Supporter Ownership
• Over the previous 12 months, THST had submitted
extensively to the EWG and, along with colleagues from
other Trusts, expressed disappointment at the proposals
eventually issued in spring 2016. While there were some
gains for supporters at Clubs running into solvency
problems, many supporter organisations at Championship
and Premier League level were unlikely to find themselves
in a similar situation and we would have preferred a more
comprehensive set of measures on football governance to
be issued.

We continue to push the case for proper, structured
dialogue involving supporters at Club and national game
level, and for genuine, accountable and democratic fan
groups to take the leading role.
• A first formal meeting of reps from all 20 Premier League
Clubs and senior Premier League staff was held in July,
with agenda items being structured engagement, ticket
pricing, kick-off times, and safe standing. The issue of a
wide variation in concessionary pricing was raised, but the
Premier League showed little enthusiasm for tackling this.
Some progress was made on safe standing, with the Premier
League indicating a softening of its previous opposition and
a willingness to take advice from member Clubs.

A number of Trusts, including THST, issued a statement
that said: “Football is not a business like any other, and so
needs a unique set of rules to be applied to it. The current
legal framework does not recognise that Football Clubs
are fundamentally different from ordinary commercial
businesses in certain key respects. Like commercial
companies, they are run by a board of directors and
owned by shareholders. Like commercial companies,
they have relationships with suppliers and customers
and need to take into account the interests of employees.
But, unlike most companies, most Football Clubs are
integral to the local community. Uniquely, Football Clubs
have a very important stakeholder – their supporters –
but, unfortunately, the current legal framework does not
recognise their existence.”

Casework
We have continued to assist fans on an individual basis on
a wide range of issues from booking fee overcharges and
missing match tickets to ejections, suspensions and stadium
bans. We have also offered practical support to fans arrested
at matches over the past year who may find themselves
in court for one of the ‘football only’ laws supporters are
expected to abide by. Owing to the confidential nature of
each case, this is not an area of work that we can easily
publicise but the customer service and facilitation aspect of
our offering is amongst the most valued to those who have
directly benefitted over the past year.

We were particularly disappointed that Supporters Direct
backed the proposals despite the reservations of many
member organisations, and were also disappointed that
the Football Supporters’ Federation backed a commitment
to so-called “plurality” that many of us saw as an attempt
by the game to dilute the authority of properly-constituted,
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London Ground for a London Club

Olympic Stadium Coalition

The announcement regarding playing Champions League
games at Wembley also brought the announcement that
THFC had the option to use the same stadium for home
matches during its time away from White Hart Lane. That
was an outcome THST had campaigned in favour of for two
years, following numerous surveys and polls, and we were
delighted that the fans’ wishes had been respected.

THST continued to work alongside 13 other Trusts to secure
full publication of the rental agreement between the London
Legacy Development Corporation and West Ham United
FC. In March, the Information Tribunal found in favour of
the Coalition case and ordered full publication of the deal,
prompting extensive media comment and scrutiny. London
Mayor Sadiq Khan has indicated he is minded to look again
at the original decision. The campaign continues.

We continue to push for the Club to offer a Season Ticket
amnesty for any time away from White Hart Lane, meaning
that existing ST holders would be able to freeze their
membership – with attendant loss of benefits – for the
period away. This reflects the view expressed by members
consistently over the last few years. We do not believe
many fans would take up the offer, again based on our own
research, but that the Club should offer the option. The
Club currently takes the view that as we will be playing in
the fans’ preferred option of Wembley, it will not be offering
an amnesty, but has indicated it is prepared to listen to
individual appeals.

Safe Standing
• Significant progress was made on this issue during the
year, with a growing number of English clubs indicating
they were considering trials of safe standing areas, and
Celtic FC opening a safe standing section.
THST asked THFC if it would help by asking the Premier
League to seek clarification from the government on
whether areas with rail seating were considered to
be seated areas and, therefore, exempt from current
legislation. THFC raised the issue with Premier League
Chief Executive, Richard Scudamore.
THFC’s position remains that it will introduce a safe
standing area at our new stadium if legislation allows.
We also asked Haringey’s Safety Advisory Group to clarify
its position on current legislation, and its view is that rail
seating areas would be considered standing areas under
current legislation.
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06 POLICING AND SAFETY

following the game, putting a true picture of what had
happened. We also appealed for fans to send their own
accounts in, and over 60 responded. We passed those
comments on to both Clubs and to UEFA.

Premier League matches

We attended meetings on the following dates about policing
and stewarding arrangements at the following games:
Arsenal (H)
West Ham (A)
Chelsea (A)
Chelsea (A)

–
–
–
–

15 February
2 March
28 April
16 November

BVB fans had also been caught in the crush, and both sets
of fans worked together to help each other on the night,
with firm contacts being cemented in the days following the
incident.

•W
 e successfully reversed the decision not to serve
alcohol in the away end before the game at Upton Park,
and secured an apology for the withdrawal of all catering
facilities in the away concourse at half time – including
water. The match day commander was less receptive to
feedback about problems our fans had faced at this game.

We unfortunately had to continue our press work after
police in Dortmund began to circulate the story that the
problems, which came after they had directed fans to
the wrong entrance, had been caused by Spurs fans. We
strongly countered that.
THFC security staff continued to work with BVB in the
weeks after the game and, on a visit to a subsequent
match, observed a number of improved entry procedures
that had been put in place.

•E
 ntry for away fans at Stamford Bridge had been a
problem for years. THST had raised concerns with Chelsea
FC, the police and local authority and as a consequence
entry to the last two games at the ground has been
vastly improved. Chelsea’s response as a Club has been
particularly helpful, and this positive result underlines the
benefits of proper consultation with fan groups in the runup to high-profile games.

UEFA never formally responded to our complaint, and we
were informed the organisation does not communicate
directly with fans on issues affecting fans, such as this one.
We were told by THFC that UEFA was satisfied with the
changes made to entry procedures, and we took the view
that the implementation of those changes was recognition
that our fans were not to blame for the incident.

BORUSSIA Dortmund
• THFC fans visiting Borussia Dortmund’s stadium for our
Europa League tie were caught in serious crushing at the
gates, with 17 treated for injuries. Members of the THST
Board were caught up in the incident, and so witnessed
what happened at first hand. Once inside, we also helped
a number of fans deal with the effects of pepper spray and
took other first-hand accounts.

We contacted each of the 60+ fans who wrote to us,
explaining the changes that had been made and thanking
them for their help.

Haringey Safety Advisory Group
THST took up the offer of a formal place at Haringey’s SAG,
the body at which key decisions about match day safety and
policing arrangements are discussed. This followed three
years of lobbying and building a working relationship with
THFC and Haringey staff, and is part of a national initiative
to secure fan representation on bodies that make decisions
affecting fans. The work is often unsexy and often needs to
be confidential. THST will try to feedback what information
it can within these boundaries, and will ensure the fan
perspective is represented.

We immediately made contact with the THFC security
team, who alerted their colleagues at BVB and observed
the scenes. The THFC Board insisted BVB officials met
THST reps after the game to get some feedback, and the
Club issued a condemnation of the use of pepper spray
immediately after the game as it continued to work closely
with THST.
We fed back in detail to the BVB officials, and dealt with
a significant number of press enquiries in the 24 hours
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07 ATMOSPHERE

One source of frustration in
this area is the tendency of
various authorities to focus
on what is not allowed, rather
than what is.”

• A surfer flag featuring the slogan “The Game is About
Glory”, with a design crowdsourced from supporters, was
used in the Park Lane before the Leicester City game and
Trust members helped run it. We also organised volunteers
to help with the flag display in the Park Lane lower for the
last home game of the season v Southampton.
• After the impressive display by Dortmund fans at the home
Europa League tie, a number of grass roots groups wanting
to boost the atmosphere at White Hart Lane contacted the
Trust. As always, we advised where we could. Our position
remains that atmosphere initiatives are best carried out by
fans at grass roots level, and they are not something the
Trust seeks to run or control. We see our job as helping
people achieve what they want without controlling or
organising ourselves.
• The Club designated several blocks at Wembley as
‘atmosphere sections’ for our Champions League games,
and THST worked with grass roots group, Tottenham AMF,
to get visual displays of support into the ground, including
publicising an initiative to crowdfund banners. It’s safe to
say all parties view the experience as a learning curve, and
lessons for the forthcoming Europa League games and
home season are being mulled over.
• One source of frustration in this area is the tendency of
various authorities to focus on what is not allowed, rather
than what is.
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08 COMMUNITY

We maintained our relationship
with Tottenham’s community
pub The Antwerp Arms, with
Kevin Fitzgerald attending
their second AGM in September
and continuing to liaise
between the pub and the Trust.”

ANTWERP ARMS

BATTLE OF THE SOMME CENTENARY

We maintained our relationship with Tottenham’s community
pub The Antwerp Arms, with Kevin Fitzgerald attending their
second AGM in September and continuing to liaise between
the pub and the Trust.

The Commonwealth War Graves Commission contacted the
Trust and the Club in June requesting that we organise an
event to commemorate the one hundredth anniversary of
the battle of the Somme, which lasted for 141 days between
1 July and 18 November, 1916.

We held an extremely successful event at the venue to
mark the end of the 2015/16 season, which was boosted by
the presence of Ledley King. THFC’s Paul Coyte MC’d the
occasion, and music was provided by THST member Tom
Mitchell. The event also marked the formal send-off of our
team of cyclists to Amsterdam who were raising money for
Prostate Cancer Research, with a raffle consisting of prizes
donated by the club and Prostate Cancer raising around
£1,000.

The commemoration took place on 19 October at Tottenham
Cemetery, which contains 293 WW1 graves. Wilbur Primary
School pupils presented information on some of war dead
buried there, Mousa Dembele laid a wreath on behalf of the
Club and a bugler sounded The Last Post. Michael Green
represented the Trust Board at this moving event.

Plans have been approved for a major refurbishment of the
pub, scheduled to be undertaken and completed during
Spurs season away from WHL. As part of the financing of
this work, the Antwerp Arms Association has launched a new
shares issue (£50 per share) with the offer expected to close
in April 2017.
We would like to thank the pub manager, Steve Alderson,
his staff and the management committee for helping make
our end of season event such a success and for providing
invaluable practical assistance during the year.
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09 CHARITY

The Spurs team was the largest
leaving the Olympic Velodrome
and also raised the most money
of any group of English club
supporters.”

FOOTBALL TO AMSTERDAM 2016

TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR FOUNDATION

THST agreed to support Prostate Cancer UK’s ‘Football to
Amsterdam’ cycle ride in June as our major charity initiative
of the year. A team of 15 Spurs riders, co-ordinated by THST
board member Kevin Fitzgerald, cycled from the Olympic
Park velodrome to Amsterdam, raising in excess of £21,600
in the process.

Premier League Enterprise Challenge
For the third year running, THST helped judge the Tottenham
heat of this event for budding entrepreneurs from local
schools. Trust member and sports journalist, Emma Storey,
joined Stacy Haley from the Club and Kevin Fitzgerald from
THST as the judging panel in December.

The Spurs team was the largest leaving the Olympic
Velodrome and also raised the most money of any group of
English club supporters.

This year’s challenge, set by the Premier League, was
to present proposals on how to generate interest and
enthusiasm for the Club in the USA and thereby attract more
new fans from the States. Teams of six or so 14 year olds
from Bishop Stopford’s, Enfield; Enfield Grammar; Highlands,
Enfield: St Andrew the Apostle, New Southgate; St Mary’s
High School, Cheshunt competed, with Enfield Grammar
winning the judges support to move on to the regional finals
in February.

Kevin also organised a group of London club reps to cycle
around all the London grounds in order to publicise the 2017
Amsterdam ride.
To date we have 23 riders signed up with ‘Cycle On You
Spurs’ for this June’s grand depart.

Once again, THST would like to thank Gareth Dace, the
Schools Education and Enterprise Manager at the Tottenham
Foundation for the invitation to take part.

We also publicised a fundraising Spurs legends match
organised in support of Enfield-based Nightingale Cancer
Support Centre.
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10 EXTERNAL ORGANISATIONS

SUPPORTERS DIRECT AND
THE FOOTBALL SUPPORTERS’ FEDERATION

OTHER CAMPAIGNS
• Bring the Dons Back Home
We supported our colleagues at AFC Wimbledon’s Dons
Trust in their efforts to return home to Wimbledon.

• We continued to work closely with Supporters Direct and
the Football Supporters’ Federation, organisations we are
affiliated to. It’s been a challenging year, with THST among
a number of Trusts critical of missed opportunities around
the government Expert Working Group on supporter
ownership, and also of a failure by SD and the FSF to, at
times, properly recognise the unique situation many fan
groups at Premier League and Championship level find
themselves in. This has led to some frank exchanges
but we have always sought to maintain a constructive
approach to two organisations whose role we value.

• Football fans not criminals
We backed a new campaign to challenge the way the law
is often applied to football fans, with co-chair Martin Cloake
speaking at the launch meeting.
• Secondary ticketing
We canvassed support for a petition launched by the
management of Mumford & Sons and the online fan-tofan ticket exchange Twickets to get Parliament to enforce
consumer rights legislation aimed at reducing profiteering
on so-called secondary ticket sites.

• In February, Katrina Law was elected to the England and
Wales Football Council of SD, a term that lasts until the
2018/19 season.

• Katrien Meire
We joined calls to remove Charlton Athletic Chief
Executive, Katrien Meire, from the FA Council in support of
our colleagues at Charlton Athletic Supporters Trust. We do
not believe appointing someone who has shown such clear
contempt for fans to a senior position in football sends out
a positive message to fans, and we raised the matter with
the FSF’s rep on the Council.

• Martin Cloake and Katrina Law attended regular meetings
of the Supporters Direct Premier League Trust Group
throughout the year.
• Katrina and Martin also presented formal sessions at the
annual Supporters’ Summit, Kat on joint Trust campaigning
and Martin on the structured engagement process. Kevin
Fitzgerald also attended, taking the opportunity to build
support for another charity cycle ride.
• We attended a meeting of Premier League fan groups
convened by the FSF in November, at which away fan
experience, concessionary pricing, fixture scheduling and
the structured dialogue process constituted a major part of
the discussion.
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11 OTHER

Transport

Catering

Michael Green led our work on this, with Bernie Kingsley
continuing to offer support. London Overground, which
took over services via White Hart Lane station on match
days, recognised problems with available rolling stock and
timetabling, and made efforts to improve what they could.
Future improvement is dependent on the redevelopment
of the station, and we continue to monitor the service and
crowd management on the way into the station after games.

We met the new catering company, Levy Restaurants, to
discuss issues raised by members, how they were planning
to resolve some of the problems in the current limited
circumstances of White Hart Lane and what plans for the
future were. We hope this will be the start of more regular
communication, with Board member Rachel Martin leading
this aspect of the match day experience for THST.

EXTERNAL EVENTS ATTENDED

We also secured a meeting with Transport for London,
after a long period of trying, to discuss the plans for the
redevelopment of the station in detail, and got agreement
that fans should be included in the consultative process from
now on.

• Premier League ticketing meeting – February
• FSF fan group meeting – February

• BT Sport sustainability workshop – June
• Swindon Spurs AGM - June

• Pan division Premier League meeting - July
• SD/ FSF Fans Summit – July

Stadium Community Liaison Group

• Transport for London - July

Martin Buhagiar represented THST at regular meetings of
the Stadium Community Liaison Group, alongside reps from
the local community, local businesses and site staff. New
arrangements for entrance to the current stadium as building
work changed the configuration of match day entrances
were also discussed.

• Structured dialogue sub group meetings
with Premier League – September
• Metropolitan Police
London Football Fan Forum - October
• Battle of the Somme Centenary event
at Tottenham Cemetery – October

So far, 623 local jobs and 208 apprenticeships have been
taken up on site.

• Fixture rescheduling meetings with Sky – November
• FSF Awards – December

• SD Premier League Trusts network meetings - various

• FSF Premier League Supporter Organisation meetings
- various
• Pre and post match meetings around Chelsea and
Arsenal away and West Ham home fixtures – various
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12 THST BOARD MEMBERS

Pre 2016 AGM
Martin Cloake, Co-chair+
Katrina Law, Co-chair
Adam Bailey, Treasurer+
Suraj Sharma, Secretary+
Kevin Fitzgerald
Paul Head+
Adam Manson*
Adam Nathan*
Keith Sharp
*
+

Stood down at AGM
Stood for re-appointment at AGM

Post 2016 AGM
Martin Cloake, Co-chair
Katrina Law, Co-chair+
Adam Bailey, Treasurer
Keith Sharp, Secretary+
Kevin Fitzgerald+
Paul Head
Rachel Martin
Martin Buhagiar
Michael Green
+

Standing for re-appointment at 2017 AGM
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13 THANK YOU

One of the most positive parts of being involved in the Trust
is the number of people we meet who are not only willing
to advise and guide us, but who also offer support and
friendship.
We’d like to thank Pete Haine, Michael Mackman and
David Pope for their help over the year. Justin Ford’s design
expertise has been an asset on more than one occasion,
as have the efforts of the team at FCB Inferno.
Crowd photos of White Hart Lane kindly supplied by
Kaan Gunduz.
Nicola Hudson, Victoria Goodfellow, Flo Huntley and
James Mathie at Supporters Direct.
Amanda Jacks, David Rose, Michael Brunskill, Peter Daykin
and Kevin Miles at the FSF.
At other Trusts and fan groups – James McKenna,
Anna Burgess, Simon Magner, Dave Kelly, Dan Crawford,
Jane Lonsdale, Kevin Rye, Tim Rolls, Cliff Auger, Tim Payton,
Dave Pennington, Duncan Drasdo, Ian Bason and
Geoff Bielby.
Melanie Cooke for continuing to represent Spurs fans
needing legal counsel.
Bernie Kingsley for continuing to act in an advisory capacity
on transport issues.
Cathy Long for both her support in her role at the Premier
League and subsequently her advice as a consultant.
Jonathan Waite, Ian Murphy, Beth Demery, Sue Tilling,
Adam Davison, Daniel Levy, Donna Cullen and
Tony Stevens at THFC.
Gareth Dace at the Tottenham Hotspur Foundation.
And Chris Mullings at Nabarro for continuing to host our
meetings throughout the year.
Apologies to anyone we’ve omitted.
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14 CONTACT US

We are always available to answer questions or help advise
our members. Each Board member can be reached via email
by using FIRSTNAME.LASTNAME@THSTOfficial.com
There is also a general email address of
info@THSTOfficial.com should you be unsure
who’s best placed to answer your query.
For any membership or finance questions, please contact
treasurer@THSTOfficial.com
Our website address is
www.THSTOfficial.com
We can also be found on
Twitter @THSTOfficial
And on facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/THSTOfficial
Our registered address is
THST,
c/o The Greene Partnership LLP,
Suite A, 10th Floor,
Maple House, High Street,
Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 5BS
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